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Asymmetry in transitional pipe flow of drag-reducing polymer solutions

M.P. Escudier ∗, S. Rosa, R.J. Poole
University of Liverpool, Department of Engineering, Liverpool L69 3GH, UK

a b s t r a c t

New experimental data are presented and discussed for fully developed pipe flow of shear-thinning,
viscoelastic polymer solutions in the transitional regime between laminar and turbulent flow. The data
confirm that such transitional flows exhibit significant departures from axisymmetry in contrast to the
fully developed pipe flow of Newtonian fluids or both laminar and turbulent flows of such drag-reducing
liquids. The azimuthal structure of the asymmetry is investigated together with its axial development
and also the velocity fluctuation levels. These data do not lead to an explanation for the asymmetry but
do suggest that the influence of the flow geometry both upstream and downstream can be ruled out.
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. Introduction

Significant departures from axisymmetry in the mean veloc-
ty profiles for “fully developed” pipe flow of non-Newtonian
iquids in the transitional region between laminar and turbu-
ent flow conditions were first reported [1] for the flow of
aponite, a shear-thinning, thixotropic synthetic clay with a yield
tress. Subsequently [2,3] it became apparent that such velocity-
rofile asymmetry was evident for a wide range of drag-reducing
shear-thinning and viscoelastic) polymer solutions: xanthan gum,
olyacrylamide, and CMC, and also for Carbopol [3], a shear-
hinning, yield-stress fluid. Unless intentionally provoked, for
xample by an imposed asymmetric disturbance upstream [4], the
ime-averaged velocity profiles for fully developed transitional pipe
ow of Newtonian fluids invariably are found to be axisymmet-
ic within experimental uncertainty (see e.g. [2,5,6]). The fact that
imilar behaviour was observed for non-Newtonian liquid flows
n three completely independent research laboratories, in France,
ustralia and UK, led to the conclusion [2] that a fluid-dynamic
echanism was more likely to be responsible for the asymmetry

han imperfections in the flow facilities. Further observations of
symmetry in the transitional pipe flow of shear-thinning polymers
ave been reported recently by a group in Canada [7,8] and again the
onclusion reached was that the asymmetry is a fluid-mechanical
henomenon.

For fully developed laminar pipe flow, asymmetry can arise as
consequence of secondary flows driven by the Coriolis accelera-

ion due to the Earth’s rotation if the Ekman number (the ratio of
˛

iscous to Coriolis forces) is sufficiently low [9]. It is important to
ote the restriction to fully developed laminar flow where there is a
imple balance between viscous forces and pressure gradient while
nertia plays no role. In transitional and turbulent flows, inertia is
ar more important, even though the mean flow may be fully devel-
ped, and the flow is unaffected by the Coriolis acceleration even
here the Ekman number is low. Under these circumstances, the
ossby number (the ratio of inertia to Coriolis forces) becomes the
overning parameter [9]. Secondary flows, caused by curvature of
he pipe axis, can also distort the mean velocity profiles in laminar
ow if the curvature is sufficient to lead to high values of the Dean
umber [10]. The time-averaged velocity profiles for fully devel-
ped turbulent pipe flow, Newtonian and non-Newtonian alike, are
ound invariably to be axisymmetric (see e.g. [6] or [11]).

It is immediately obvious that a velocity profile which is asym-
etric in a single measured plane must exhibit an azimuthal

ariation but only recently [12] has this been demonstrated exper-
mentally (for Carbopol). Apart from the latter paper, all previous
bservations of transitional pipe flow were an incidental aspect of
nvestigations into fully developed turbulent flow of drag-reducing
olymer solutions. In the present paper we present detailed data for
ransitional pipe flow of a polyacrylamide and a xanthan gum. In an
ttempt to identify the underlying cause of asymmetry, we explore
he influence of imposing both upstream and downstream distor-
ion on the flow. We introduce a parameter ˛ to quantify the level of
zimuthal asymmetry and show how the asymmetry evolves with
treamwise distance along the pipe. This parameter is defined as

=
2�

∫ R

0
(u − uM) · r · dr
∫ R

× 100 (1)

2�

0
uM · r · dr
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here uM is the arithmetic mean of the two values of the mean
elocity u at the same radial location r on either “side” of the pipe
entreline (i.e. two points 180◦ apart). The intention of the r weight-
ng is to introduce a flowrate effect (the denominator of Eq. (1) is
imply the volumetric flowrate if the flow is axisymmetric). After
nspecting many velocity profiles we conclude that the threshold
or considering a profile to be considered significantly asymmetric
orresponds with a value of ˛ of 2% and for ˛ less than 1% any asym-
etry is practically imperceptible. An alternative approach [12] to

uantifying the asymmetry is in terms of the streak velocity at a par-
icular radial location defined as the difference between the mean
elocity at that radius and the azimuthally averaged mean velocity
t the same radius.

. Experimental flow facility and instrumentation

The flow facility used for the measurements reported here is a
odified version of that used in our previous research [1] in that the

ipe has been extended from about 13 m to 23.3 m overall length.
part from a 1.72 m section downstream of the plenum chamber,

he pipe run consists of 21 modules each 1.027 m (±3 mm) long
nd 100.4 ± 0.1 mm internal diameter. Each module is made up of a
ength of precision-bore borosilicate glass tube with a stainless steel
ange at either end. The glass tube is separated from the stainless
teel by a thin PTFE ring and each end of the module (assembled
n a vertical jig to ensure concentricity between the bore of the
lass tube and that of the flange) is fixed using Devcon urethane
ubber. To ensure the best-possible matching and so minimise dis-
urbances to the flow, the flanges were machined in male/female
airs. To avoid any possibility of longitudinal-curvature effects lead-

ng to secondary flows, the pipe run was assembled guided by a laser
eam/target process which ensured overall end-to-end straight-
ess well within 1 mm. In addition to the extended length, a major
odification to the flowloop was a plenum chamber introduced

pecifically to minimise swirl and ensure uniform flow at the pipe
nlet. As can be seen in the schematic diagram of the plenum cham-
er, Fig. 1, flow enters the plenum chamber through a 100 mm Ø
ipe which turns through 90◦ so that the flow is directed towards
he back wall of the chamber. The disc with four 57.7 mm Ø holes
t 90◦ intervals around its centre and four peripheral cutouts is
ntended to distribute the flow prior to the inlet contraction and
ow straightener. More complete details of the unmodified flow

acility are given in [1]. In the discussion below, we refer to the
ngle � defined with respect to the vertical (� = 0◦), as shown in
ig. 1.

Pressure differences were measured between tappings 14 m and
1 m from the pipe inlet from which an average wall shear stress
as determined for each flow condition. Pressure tappings 1 mm in
iameter are located on each flange pair and connected to a Druck
odel LPX9381 differential pressure transducer (full scale 50 mbar)

sing 2 mm ID clear vinyl tubing filled with the working fluid. The
ulk flowrate ṁ was measured with an uncertainty less than 1%
sing an Endress + Hauser Coriolis mass flowmeter, model Promass
3.

Mean velocity and axial-velocity fluctuations (“turbulence
ntensities” or Reynolds normal stresses) were estimated using a
antec Fibreflow laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) system oper-
ted in forward scatter. The transmitting optics comprised a 60X10
robe incorporating a 55X12 beam expander with a S055X0342
eceiving optics. The beam separation at the front lens was 40 mm

nd the lens focal length 160 mm which produces a measurement
olume 20 �m in diameter and 0.21 mm in length. Given such a
hort measuring volume and the large pipe diameter, no correction
as made for gradient broadening. Doppler signals were processed
sing a model 57N25 burst spectrum analyser. Mean velocities and
Fig. 1. Plenum chamber schematic with details of the perforated disc and definition
of the angle � (dimensions in mm).

rms fluctuation intensities were determined by averaging data from
typically 20,000 samples collected at each radial measuring loca-
tion so that a velocity profile consisting of 50 points took between
3 h and 4 h given a data rate of typically 80 Hz. Velocities were cal-
culated using transit-time weighting [13]. The estimated overall
uncertainty is 3% in the mean velocity and 6% in the turbulence
intensity. The flows were seeded with Timiron particles, ca 5 �m in
diameter, Supersilk MP-1005 supplied by S Blanck Ltd. A specially
constructed traverse system permitted radial traverses of the LDA
measuring volume at multiples of 15◦ to the vertical (taken as 0◦).

3. Fluid rheology

Preliminary experiments were carried out with a Newtonian
fluid, a 60% (w/w) aqueous solution of glycerol which had a mea-
sured viscosity at 20 ◦C of 0.00858 Pa s and a density of 1140 kg/m3.
Two of the non-Newtonian working fluids were 0.03% (w/w)
(300 ppm) and 0.125% (w/w) aqueous solutions of a polyacy-
lamide (hereafter referred to as PAA) with a molecular weight of
1.9 × 106 g/mol, Separan AP273E supplied by Floerger. The third
fluid was a 0.15% aqueous solution of a xanthan gum (hereafter
XG) with a molecular weight of 5.1 × 106 g/mol, Keltrol TF supplied
by Nutrasweet-Kelco Ltd. The solvent was tap water with 100 ppm
40% (w/w) solution of formaldehyde added as a biocide. PAA is shear
thinning, regarded as having a highly flexible molecular structure
[14] and so is highly viscoelastic and drag reducing. XG is also shear
thinning, but has more of a rigid-rod structure and so is less vis-
coelastic and drag reducing [15]. The two concentrations of PAA

were selected as, at these concentrations, both solutions are highly
effective drag-reducers—producing drag-reduction levels close to
the maximum asymptote [16] regardless of pipe diameter, yet they
exhibit significantly different levels of shear thinning. The concen-
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ig. 2. Flow curves for 0.03% PAA, 0.125% PAA and 0.15% XG. Solid curves represent
he Carreau-Yasuda model.

ration levels of the 0.125% PAA and 0.15% XG were chosen with
he intention of matching the shear-thinning characteristics of two
uids which are known to exhibit significantly different levels of
lasticity [14].

The flow curves (shear viscosity vs shear rate) shown in Fig. 2
or the polymer solutions were determined at 20 ◦C using a TA
nstruments Rheolyst AR1000N controlled-stress rheometer using
double-concentric cylinder geometry. The smooth curves in Fig. 2

epresent the Carreau-Yasuda [17] model

CY = �∞ + �0 − �∞

(1 + (�CY �̇)a)
n/a

(2)

hich is an excellent fit to each set of data. In Eq. (2), �0 is the
ero-shear-rate viscosity, �∞ is the infinite-shear-rate viscosity, �CY
s a constant (with dimensions of time) which can be regarded
s characterising the shear rate for the onset of shear thinning,
is a power-law index and a is a fitting parameter introduced
y Yasuda et al. [17]. The Carreau-Yasuda parameters are listed in
able 1. A plot of �0 vs concentration c in log–log form [18,19], Fig. 3,
hows well-defined power-law variations, �0 ∝ cm, with different
alues of the exponent m for the two polymers above and below
he critical overlap concentration c*. For solutions with c < c* the

able 1
arreau-Yasuda parameters for all liquids investigated.

luid �0 (Pa s) �∞ (Pa s) �CY (s) n a

.03% PAA 0.115 0.00221 10−6 3.90 0.173

.125% PAA 4.22 0.00372 45.8 0.660 1.25

.15% XG 1.95 0.00382 0.0161 1.38 0.198
Fig. 3. Zero-shear-rate viscosity �0 vs polymer concentration c for PAA and XG.

molecules are sufficiently far apart that there are minimal interac-
tions between them and they are designated dilute in contrast with
semi-dilute solutions for which c > c*. As can be seen, 0.03% PAA cor-
responds almost exactly with c = c* whereas 0.125% PAA and 0.15%
XG (c* = 0.066%) can both be regarded as semi-dilute.

4. Experimental results

4.1. f vs ReW and u′ vs ReW

Following [2], we define the Fanning friction factor f and
Reynolds number ReW as follows

f ≡ 2�W

�U2
b

and ReW ≡ �UbD

�W
(3)

where �W is the wall shear stress, � is the fluid density (taken
here as the same as that of the solvent, 1000 kg/m3), Ub is the bulk
velocity determined from the mass flowrate ṁ, D is the pipe internal
diameter and �W the viscosity determined from the Carreau-
asuda equation at a shear rate �̇W corresponding to �W. We note

that azimuthal variation in the velocity profile at any axial loca-
tion must lead to azimuthal variation of the velocity gradient at the
wall and hence of the wall shear stress. The values of �W estimated
from the measured pressure gradient must therefore be regarded
as azimuthal and streamwise average values.

We also define [9] Ekman and Rossby numbers, Ek and Ro,
respectively, as

Ek ≡ �W Ro ≡ Ub (4)

2˝�D2 sin ˇ 2˝D sin ˇ

where 	 is the angular velocity of the Earth (7.3 × 10−5 rad/s) and ˇ
is the angle between the pipe axis and the rotation axis of the Earth
(ˇ = 52◦ for our pipe).
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for transitional pipe flow of Newtonian fluids the mean velocity
profile is invariably axisymmetric.

In Fig. 6 we show velocity profiles measured in the laminar flow
regime for each of the three polymer solutions. In each case we
Fig. 4. (a) Fanning friction factor f vs Reynolds num

For fully developed pipe flow of Newtonian fluids it is generally
ound that a plot of f vs ReW shows a well-defined steep increase in
from a value of about 0.007 at ReW = 2300 to a value of about 0.01
t ReW = 4000 and for practical purposes the region of increase is
aken as defining the start and end of the transition from laminar to
urbulent flow. As we have discussed in previous papers (e.g. [1,2]),
or the flow of strongly drag-reducing polymer solutions, the f–ReW

urve increases monotonically and no such jump occurs. However,
his does not indicate that transition does not occur: if the level of
ms axial-velocity fluctuations u′ close to the pipe wall (typically
t 80% of the pipe radius R) is monitored, an increase above the
ackground noise level is observed indicating the start of transition.
he fluctuation level then increases steeply to a maximum which
s taken to indicate the end of transition. Fig. 4(a) shows the f–ReW

ata for the three non-Newtonian liquids under consideration here
ith the corresponding u′/Ub–ReW data in Fig. 4(b). The delayed

nset of turbulent flow for all three liquids to ReW > 104 is quite
lear.

.2. Mean velocity distributions

In Fig. 5 we show three velocity profiles for the 60% glycerol solu-
ion at Reynolds numbers of 2110, 2400 and 3280 which correspond
n our flow loop to the laminar, just transitional and transitional
ow regimes. These profiles were measured along a horizontal
iameter (� = 90◦). In each case we also include a smooth curve
epresenting the average of the measured velocity at each radial

ocation. That all three profiles are symmetrical is confirmed by
he values of the asymmetry parameter ˛, which are 0.04%, 0.03%
nd 0.04% and so well below the 2% threshold for asymmetry to be
egarded as significant. These results are consistent with previous
bservations in our laboratory ([2,6]) and elsewhere (e.g. [8]) that
W . (b) Near-wall fluctuation intensity u′/Ub vs ReW .
Fig. 5. Measured velocity distributions, u/Ub vs r/R, along a horizontal diameter
(� = 90◦) at x/D = 220 for fully developed laminar and transitional flow of a Newtonian
fluid (60% glycerol). Solid curves represent arithmetic mean of values at the same
value of r: ReW = 2110, ˛ = 0.04%; ReW = 2400, ˛ = 0.03%; ReW = 3280, ˛ = 0.04%.



Fig. 6. Measured velocity distributions, u/Ub vs r/R, along a horizontal diameter
(� = 90◦) at x/D = 220 for fully developed laminar (open symbols) and turbulent
(closed symbols) flow of polymer solutions. For laminar flow solid curves repre-
sent the power-law profile and for turbulent flow the arithmetic mean of values
at the same value of r. (a) 0.03% PAA, ReW = 2540, ˛ = 1.9%, n = 0.64, (b) 0.125% PAA,
ReW = 2320, ˛ = 0.37%, n = 0.47, (c) 0.15% XG, ReW = 1330, ˛ = 0.07%, n = 0.48, (d) 0.03%
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conditions.
Transitional-flow profiles for 0.15% XG at ReW = 10,260 (Fig. 10)

show a very similar trend to those for PAA, once again with the max-
imum (˛ = 15%) at 45◦. The highest asymmetry reported in [12] for
the transitional flow of Carbopol is considerably less than observed
AA, ReW = 15,120, ˛ = 0.78%, (e) 0.125% PAA, ReW = 14,550, ˛ = 0.70%, (f) 0.15% XG,
eW = 16,020, ˛ = 0.03%.

nclude a theoretical power-law profile (see e.g. [20]) for compar-
son with the power-law index n selected to give the best match
o the measured data: 0.03% PAA, ReW = 2540, Ek = 6.3, n = 0.64;
.125% PAA, ReW = 2320, Ek = 23, n = 0.47; 0.15% XG, ReW = 1330,
k = 23, n = 0.48. Only in the case of 0.03% PAA is a degree of
symmetry visually apparent and we note that this case has the
owest value of Ek = 6.3, a value low enough that the effects of
he Earth’s rotation become significant. The values of the asym-

etry parameter ˛ for the three cases are 1.9%, 0.37% and 0.07%,
espectively. Also included in Fig. 6 are three profiles for turbu-
ent flow: 0.03% PAA, ReW = 15,120, Ek = 3.2, Ro = 4900, ˛ = 0.78%;
.125% PAA, ReW = 14,550, Ek = 9.5, Ro = 1.5 × 105, ˛ = 0.70%; 0.15%
G, ReW = 16,020, Ek = 6.9, Ro = 1.2 × 105, ˛ = 0.03%. As anticipated,

n no case is there perceptible asymmetry in the turbulent flow
rofiles.

Fig. 7 shows a series of transitional-regime (ReW = 5780) velocity
rofiles for the flow of 0.03% PAA measured at x/D = 220 along four
ifferent diameters: � = 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦, all angles measured
rom the vertical (see Fig. 1). As can be seen, the degree of asymme-
ry varies quite significantly with � and is greatest (˛ = 7%) for 45◦.
or 0.125% PAA at ReW = 10,140, also within the transition regime,
he picture (Fig. 8) is even clearer with ˛ varying between 1.8% at
= 120◦ and 18% at � = 45◦. As remarked in Section 2, each profile

ook approximately 3 to 4 h to measure so the results represent
ong-time averages and there is no possibility that the asymmetry
as precessing rather than being spatially “frozen”. The variation

n ˛ with � for the two sets of profiles is seen in Fig. 9. Although
he maxima/minima occur at the same � values (45◦ and 225◦)
here is roughly 33◦ between the zero crossings. In recent work
12] on flow of a yield-stress fluid, the zero crossings were found

o line up quite precisely and the magnitude of the asymmetry to
volve smoothly with axial distance. As in the present study, it was
ound that the peak asymmetry always had the same angular loca-
ion and as a result the conclusion drawn in that study was that
Fig. 7. Measured velocity distributions for � = 0◦ (˛ = 6.0%), 45◦ (˛ = 7.0%), 90◦

(˛ = 5.2%) and 135◦ (˛ = 2.3%) at x/D = 220 for transitional flow of 0.03% PAA at
ReW = 5780.

the sense of the asymmetry depends probably only on the inlet
Fig. 8. Measured velocity distributions for � = 0◦ (˛ = 11%), 45◦ (˛ = 18%), 60◦

(˛ = 13%), 90◦ (˛ = 11%), 120◦ (˛ = 1.8%) and 135◦ (˛ = 3.6%) at x/D = 220 for transitional
flow of 0.125% PAA at ReW = 10,140.
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ig. 9. Azimuthal variation of asymmetry parameter ˛(�) at x/D = 220 for transitional
ow of 0.03% PAA (ReW = 5780) and 0.125% PAA (ReW = 10,140).

ere. In terms of the streak velocity at r/R = 0.72, we see values as

igh as 0.4 (0.15% XG) and 0.5 (0.125% PAA) whereas the highest
alues in [12] are about 0.2. The difference may be due to the much
igher Reynolds numbers here.

The observations in Figs. 7–10 raise a number of questions.
he first is whether the asymmetry stems from an upstream dis-

ig. 10. Measured velocity distributions for � = 0◦ (˛ = 6.7%), 45◦ (˛ = 15%), 90◦

˛ = 11%) and 135◦ (˛ = 1.5%) at x/D = 220 for transitional flow of 0.15% XG at
eW = 10,260.
turbance or develops with axial location. If there is an upstream
influence, the observations for the flow of 60% glycerol in our flow
facility (Fig. 5) show that it does not lead to asymmetry for the
transitional flow of a Newtonian liquid. Figs. 11 and 12 show major
differences between the three flows of XG and PAA at the first mea-
suring location, x/D = 15, just downstream of the plenum chamber.
In fact, the differences are quite remarkable. The first profile for
0.15% XG (Fig. 11(c)) is practically flat in the pipe centre (r/R < 0.5),
while the two PAA flows show a significant momentum deficit, par-
ticularly 0.125% PAA where the peak velocity is 30% higher than the
centreline velocity (Fig. 11(b)). All three flow start out with little
asymmetry but the asymmetry development with downstream dis-
tance is very clear. This development is quantified in terms of ˛(�,
x/D) in Fig. 12. The data in Fig. 12(a) for 0.03% PAA is quite differ-
ent in character from that for 0.125% PAA in Fig. 12(b) and 0.15% XG
in Fig. 12(c). The low concentration PAA flow starts out at x/D = 15
with a very low level of asymmetry with a maximum and a mini-
mum at � = 90◦ and 270◦, respectively. By x/D = 65 the asymmetry is
well-defined (maximum ˛ = 3%) but the minimum is now at � = 90◦

and the maximum at 270◦. However, by x/D = 160 the asymmetry
appears to have reached its final state with a maximum ˛ = 7% at 45◦.
Thus both the location and the magnitude of the peak asymmetry
evolve with axial location. These data for 0.03% PAA are particu-
larly significant because they show that the asymmetry can evolve
both azimuthally as well as axially. The higher concentration of PAA
exhibits negligible levels of asymmetry until x/D = 200 by which
location the ˛(�) variation is very similar in shape to those for 0.03%
PAA but with considerably higher maxima (˛ = 18%). For 0.15% XG
the asymmetry develops slightly earlier than for the 0.125% PAA.
There is nothing in the observations of any of the fluids investi-
gated to suggest the asymmetry is initiated by a disturbance far
upstream, nevertheless we explore further the upstream influence
below.

5. Influence of changes to upstream and downstream
conditions

5.1. Upstream disturbance

As has been seen, the highest level of asymmetry observed was
for velocity profiles measured along a radial line at 45◦ to the verti-
cal, with the highest flow velocities in the top right hand quadrant
of the pipe (see Fig. 1). The holes in the plenum chamber (see Fig. 1)
above a diametral line between 135◦ and 315◦ were blanked-off to
explore the effect of creating higher velocities at inlet to the pipe
in the lower left hand quadrant. As would be expected, the first
effect of this imposed disturbance was to move the transition region
to lower Reynolds numbers: the peak values of near-wall fluctua-
tion intensity occur at about ReW = 8000 for the blanked-off disc
compared with about 13,000 for the disc with uncovered holes.
At x/D = 220, a flow of 0.15% XG at ReW = 10,260 for the blanked-off
disc was found to be slightly asymmetric (maximum ˛ = 3.2%) in the
same sense as for the open disc. In other words, the initial asymme-
try caused by the blanked-off disc had been reversed. It is probable
that at x/D = 220 the flow was still recovering from the upstream
disturbance and the “final” asymmetry would have been higher if
the pipe run was further extended.

A set of profiles, again for 0.15% XG, at ReW = 7120, in the
transition regime (Fig. 13), shows the reversal and continued
development of asymmetry from x/D = 160 (˛ = 9.2%) to x/D = 220

(˛ = 12%). These profiles were measured along a horizontal diameter
(� = 90◦). Although not shown here, the asymmetry was even higher
(maximum ˛ = 15%) at � = 45◦. We limited this series of experiments
to XG as it is less prone to mechanical degradation than PAA and
the blanked-off baffle would lead to higher levels of shearing than



Fig. 11. Development with axial location of measured velocity distributions (� = 90◦) for transitional flow (a) 0.03% PAA at ReW = 5780, (b) 0.125% PAA at ReW = 10,140, and (c)
0.15% XG at ReW = 10,260.
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ig. 12. Development with axial location of the azimuthal variation of the asymm
eW = 10,140, and (c) 0.15% XG at ReW = 10,260.

he standard geometry. There seems to be no reason to believe that
he behaviour of XG is atypical and we suggest these observations
einforce our view that the asymmetry in transitional flow cannot
e a consequence of minor geometric imperfections far upstream.

.2. Downstream disturbance
There is a sharp (radius ∼200 mm, i.e. ∼2D) 90◦ bend angled at
pproximately 255◦ to the vertical at the downstream end of the
ipe run (x/D = 232), 12 diameters downstream of the final mea-
uring location. To see whether a disturbance could be propagating
arameter ˛(�) for transitional flow (a) 0.03% PAA at ReW = 5780, (b) 0.125% PAA at

upstream from the bend causing asymmetry in the flow, the bend
was turned anticlockwise through 90◦ to the 165◦ position. Within
experimental uncertainty, this change was found to have no affect
on the flow asymmetry.

6. Axial-velocity fluctuations
Profiles of the radial variation of the rms axial-velocity fluctua-
tions u′(r), corresponding to the mean velocity profiles (horizontal
diameter, � = 90◦) in Figs. 7–9 are shown in Figs. 14–16. The pro-
files are shown normalised using both the bulk velocity Ub (Figs.



Fig. 13. Development with axial location of measured velocity distributions (� = 90◦)
for transitional flow of 0.15% XG at ReW = 7120 with plenum disc partially blocked.

Fig. 14. RMS axial-velocity fluctuations u′ at x/D = 220 and � = 90◦ for transitional flow of
14(a), 15(a) and 16(a)) and the local mean velocity u (Figs. 14(b),
15(b) and 16(b)). It is immediately apparent that the absolute level
of u′ (i.e. normalised with Ub which is constant for any given flow) is
skewed in the same way as the mean velocity u. However when u′ is
normalised by the local mean velocity u the picture looks quite dif-
ferent. For 0.03% PAA, Fig. 14(b), there is a well-defined peak in u′/u
on the low-velocity side at r/R = −0.65 at the same radial location
as for u′/Ub whereas on the high-velocity side the peak at r/R = 0.65
has disappeared and the fluctuations increase essentially monoton-
ically to a peak in the immediate vicinity of the pipe wall (r/R = 0.95).
For 0.125% PAA, the peak locations observed in Fig. 15(a) are pre-
served in Fig. 15(b) but the u′/u peak is higher on the low-velocity
side whereas the u′/Ub peak is higher on the high-velocity side. The
picture for 0.15% XG is different again with the u′/u distribution
showing no peak on either side of the axis whereas the u′/Ub distri-
bution shows two very well-defined peaks. The conclusion seems
to be that, as would be expected, the higher fluctuation levels coin-
cide with the regions of higher velocity gradient (i.e. shear) rather
than high local velocity.

The experimental observations under discussion here reveal a
potential problem with the technique we have long advocated [1]
for detection of the onset of transition. As can be seen from Fig. 14(a),
monitoring the near-wall velocity fluctuations on one side of the
pipe would lead to quite different conclusions than doing so on the
other side: at r/R = −0.8, u′/Ub ≈ 0.02 which is at the level of the
background noise and would be interpreted as indicating the flow
is still laminar. At r/R = 0.8, however, u′/Ub ≈ 0.05 and the flow is

clearly transitional. We conclude that ideally, the near-wall fluctu-
ations should be monitored at at least two locations 90◦ apart. It is
fortunate that in all of our experiments the measurement location
was on the side of the pipe where the fluctuation intensities were
relatively high.

0.03% PAA at ReW = 5780 (a) u′ normalised with Ub and (b) u′ normalised with u.



Fig. 15. RMS axial-velocity fluctuations u′ at x/D = 220 and � = 90◦ for transitional flow of 0.125% PAA at ReW = 10,140 (a) u′ normalised with Ub and (b) u′ normalised with u.

Fig. 16. RMS axial-velocity fluctuations u′ at x/D = 220 and � = 90◦ for transitional flow of 0.15% XG at ReW = 10,260 (a) u′ normalised with Ub and (b) u′ normalised with u.
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. Conclusions

Asymmetry in transitional pipe flow of viscoelastic, shear-
hinning polymers, including those exhibiting a yield stress has
een well documented by several investigators [2,3,7,8,12] since it
as first observed just over a decade ago [1] and the existence of this
henomenon is now incontrovertible. Although the present study

s the most systematic and extensive to date, it has not led to an
xplanation of the physical mechanism which triggers the asym-
etry. In other recent work [12] it was tentatively concluded that

he sense of the asymmetry depended on the initial conditions. In
ontrast, our experiments appear to rule out a number of possi-
le explanations, including the direct influence of flow distortion
ue to the flow geometry far upstream or downstream. Both rota-
ion of the Earth and curvature of the pipe axis can also be ruled
ut: the Rossby numbers are too high for the former and the Dean
umbers (no higher than 10, here) too low for the latter. As others
ave commented [12], the asymmetry suggests the existence of a
oherent structure characterised by two counter-rotating longitu-
inal vortices, but the origin of these vortices remains unexplained.
e observe that velocity fluctuations are highest in regions of high

hear, as is to be expected, rather than in regions of high velocity
ut the distributions of fluctuation intensity are similar to those of
he mean velocity.
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